SECURITY

CLOUDSOC GATEWAY
Identify risky behavior and high-risk
users
View and prioritize threats based on user ThreatScore to quickly identify
anomalous user behavior, such as account takeovers, data exfiltration
and data destruction attempts. This data can be cross correlated with
associated detailed logs to verify suspected breaches. If any users have
been found to have been targeted by the attack, policies can be created to
block those users from accessing the service to prevent data loss.

Symantec CloudSOC
Gateway enables
enterprises to
continuously monitor
and control the use of
cloud apps.
Gain granular visibility & control
Gain deep visibility into user activity
across a broad range of cloud apps and
services, and enforce granular content
and context-based policies.

Enforce policies in real-time
Identify risky activity, malicious behavior
or malware threats and block them in
real-time.

Continuously monitor to identify and
protect sensitive data
ContentIQ™ technology can be leveraged to continuously monitor
cloud app usage and detect sensitive source code, design documents, or
engineering documents that are being shared in the cloud. These events
can trigger alerts for further investigation, or policies can be crafted to
prevent unwarranted uploading and sharing of these documents.

Protect sanctioned & unsanctioned
apps
Track and govern activity for both
sanctioned and unsanctioned cloud apps,
including those not administered by the
organization.

Respond to security incidents
Security incidents happen. Get the what,
when, who and how information you need
to respond quickly to a security event in
the cloud.
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Prevent compliance violations

How it works

ContentIQ identifies and classifies critical compliance related data
such as PHI, PCI and PII and then continuously monitors how that
data is being uploaded, downloaded, or shared in cloud apps. Policies
can be used to control how this data is handled. Any attempted
compliance violations can be tracked for further follow-up.

CloudSOC Gateway is a cloud-based
transparent forward proxy that can
perform user account activities without
breaking cloud app functionality.
Symantec’s CloudSOC data science
platform analyzes cloud traffic in real-time
to identify threats, create and enforce
policies, and support analysis of historical
cloud activity.

Perform post incident analyses on
historical data
Quickly investigate areas of concern in cloud accounts. CloudSOC
collects granular data on transactions using machine learning-assisted
StreamIQ™ technology. You can then access historical data through
intuitive search and filtering functions and analyze it via powerful data
visualizations and consolidated log reports.

Extend your existing data protection
investment to the cloud
Symantec offers several native integrations designed to extend your
existing security investment to the cloud. These integrations add the
ability to:
•
Apply existing DLP policies and remediation workflows to the cloud.
•
Implement risk based, intelligent authentication to cloud apps based
on UBA intelligence from CloudSOC.
•
Tokenize or encrypt compliance related cloud data without breaking
cloud service functionality.

Natively integrate
CloudSOC Gateway
with Symantec DLP,
CDP, ICE, and VIP:
DLP
Extends on-premises DLP policies and
workflows to the cloud
VIP
Enables risk-based intelligent
authentication for critical cloud app
activities and content
CDP & ICE
Tokenizes or encrypts compliance data
without breaking cloud app functionality
ITSM
Enables incident response workflows
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Get better security with less complexity
Deploy a cloud security solution that integrates with your existing
security infrastructure. A Symantec solution with CloudSOC
provides greater security coverage, reduces operational
complexity, and provides an optimal user experience.

About
CloudSOC
Data Science Powered™ Symantec
CloudSOC platform empowers
companies to confidently leverage
cloud applications and services while
staying safe, secure and compliant.
A range of capabilities on the
CloudSOC platform deliver the full
life cycle of cloud application security,
including auditing of shadow IT,
real-time detection of intrusions
and threats, protection against data
loss and compliance violations, and
investigation of historical account
activity for post-incident analysis.

About Symantec and
Trustmarque

For more info on Symantec CloudSOC CASB and its industry
leading integrationswith Symantec Enterprise Security Systems,
visit go.symantec.com/casb
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At Trustmarque, we offer in-depth
technical expertise across Symantec’s
solutions, protecting all areas within
your business, including data, servers,
virtual machines, mobile devices and
endpoints to deliver comprehensive
security solutions.
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